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Ninecircus is an Anglo-rock band from the Dominican Republic. They started to create music in 2002, shortly after, a local radio station
picked up a demo of a song called Kerosene which turned out to be a local hit locally and abroad through internet radio. They launched
their debut album “Don’t Sellout” in 2007. This album featured their first official single “Don’t Sellout”.
Their music is a mix of modern and alternative rock. Their songs speak of their experiences as well as those of others around them: Love
and hate, deception and truth, sex, happiness and sorrow, hope and despair.
Ninecircus has been blessed to play alongside some great international bands. Ono their first gigs was alongside The Producers in 2007.
In 2008 the band had the honor of playing alongside Survivor in the Jaragua Auditorium of Santo Domingo. The band concentrated on
playing live gigs, and in 2009 was privileged to open for one of the biggest bands in the world: The Killers. The concert was held at the
Estadio Olimpico of Santo Domingo with a crowd of over 10,000 attendees. In 2011, the members of Ninecircus opened for one of their
favorite bands of the 80s; Duran Duran. The concert was held in Altos de Chavon; one of the most beautiful settings to play live in the
world.
Their new album FACELESS is set to launch in 2012. This new album highlights the growth of the band members as composing and
recording artists.
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“Faceless” is the recently released Alternative Rock CD by the talented group Ninecircus. This album is comprised of songs that are
splashed with a dynamic balance and a rich, consistent sound. Opening up the CD, the song, “Immortality,” is steeped with hypnotic
vocals that are surrounded by crunchy guitar. Another track, “Beautiful Mistake,” has a softer feel but still carries an edgy attitude as the
searing guitar adds an electrifying appeal. “Love Alert,” is an irresistible song with a melodic melody and charming vocals. You will find
this album has an upbeat and vibrant tonality that is set to thought provoking lyrics. If you like Kings of Leon or U2 then you will find
the fabulous collection of songs on the excellent album, “Faceless,” well worth listening to.
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The band is from Santo Domingo, in the Dominican Republic, and cites bands like Creed, Matchbox 20 and Pearl Jam as their major
influences. Lead vocalist Eliseo Alba certainly has that exact gritty vocal style and in Don’t Sell Out they have penned a swaggering
ballade with all the anthemic trimmings that you’d expect from such a pedigree. They also manage to pull the sound off immaculately,
delivering an upfront and powerful track that will swell the hearts of rock ballade fans with passion. "Powerfully produced Radio rock
with a melodic punch" – Dave Chislett-Matchbox Radio 24.
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